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Sunday, November 11, 2018
7:30 p.m.
(For additional dates: www.unitedsolo.org)

UNited Solo FeStival
at theatre Row
410 W. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036

TICKETS available at Theatre Row Box Office
or www.telecharge.com. 
You may also call Telecharge at 212-239-6200.

Starring and directed by MaReK PRoBoSZ 
with Narration appearance by teRRY teGNaZiaN

adapted for the stage by teRRY teGNaZiaN and deBRa GeNdel 
from the award-winning book tHe aUSCHWitZ volUNteeR: BeYoNd BRaveRY 

by CaPtaiN Witold PileCKi 
Published by aQUila PoloNiCa PUBliSHiNG

NeW YoRK PReMieRe

“One of the great heroes of the 20th century.”
— Nicholas Kristof, The New York Times

AQUILA 
POLONICA®

www.AquilaPolonica.comMore info: www.polww2.com/PileckiBroadway



“A historical document of the 
  greatest importance.”
 — The New York Times, Editors’ Choice

“A shining example of heroism that
 transcends religion, race and time.”
 — Rabbi Michael Schudrich, Chief Rabbi of Poland

 One of the “Five Best” books on  
 wartime secret missions!
 — Wall Street Journal

“Remarkable revelations.”
 — Publishers Weekly

“A work of supreme importance.”
 — Tablet Magazine

“Extraordinarily powerful.”
 — The New Republic

“Fascinating 
 first-hand account.”
 — The Atlantic

“Remarkable exploits....perhaps 
 because he wasn’t a Jew, 
 his observations continue to carry
 an irrefutable weight.”
 — Jewish Journal

One man volunteered for
Auschwitz. This is his story.

 
In September 1940, Polish army office 
Witold Pilecki volunteered for a secret 
undercover mission at Auschwitz: 
smuggle out intelligence to the Allies, 
and build a resistance organization 
among the prisoners.
 
Pilecki accomplished this impossible 
mission, barely surviving nearly three 
years of brutality, torture, starvation 
and disease before escaping.
 
His bravery has few rivals, and his 
story has been almost completely 
unknown —until now.  

This project is co-sponsored by the Adam Mickiewicz Institute 
operating under the Culture.pl brand.

Project co-financed with Polish diaspora funds of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Poland.
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